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This year, the two-yearly CONVOY CUP
Regatta that began in 2002 was run for the
sixth time on the weekend of September
15th and 16th. With a theme of “honouring
those who served” and especially those who
sailed across the dangerous Atlantic in
Bedford Basin-originated convoys during
World war II, the overall aim was to
remember our past by way of a modern, on
the water, competition. 

The first and maybe most important event
was a youth sailing competition in August.
Young sailors from other local club summer
sailing programs joined ours at DYC to
compete for the BAMSE Cup. Over two days,
80 participants raced dinghies for a trophy
named after the famed Norwegian St.

Bernard mascot that served out of North Sea
ports during the war and is the subject of a
Scottish statue as well as a book. The BAMSE
Cup races are timed to catch those young
people late in the summer programs and
who would not be available for the
September Regatta. This has worked well for
DYC and has become a very popular area
sailing event. At the presentation of awards
and most popular BBQ, a local St. Bernard
dog represented the wartime, canine hero
and prize medallions with BAMSE’s image
were presented.

The September main regatta began with
clubhouse registration on Friday evening that
included the Skipper’s Briefing for the Ocean
Race at 10 o’clock the next morning. With aGeneral Manager

Dan Gallina 

Convoy Cup Weekend
By Jim Reddy

continued pg 2

Junior sail competitors posing with the trophy and Mark Grant, owner of the popular St. Bernard BAMSE "stand in".
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start line off the stern of HMCS
SACKVILLE at the Maritime Museum
and in light southerly winds, twelve
boats got away on the 100 mile course
to the Cross Island buoy near
Lunenburg Bay. A cold front moving in
through the night brought some
thunderstorm activity which definitely
made for an interesting return run to
Halifax. Peter White was waiting at
anchor near Maugher’s Beach to
record finish times which spread from
after midnight Sunday to mid-
morning.

Also on Saturday, the afternoon Basin
Races were carried out much like our
regular DYC competitions. Afterwards
the Club provided chili dinner for all
the racers.

On Sunday afternoon, a very well
organized flotilla of 20 power and sail
vessels proceeded past HMCS
SACKVILLE in a column. Each yacht
carried a banner displaying the name
of a World War II convoy vessel, many
of which were lost during the Battle of
the Atlantic. Yachts also flew the
national flag of the vessel represented.
As yachts passed SACKVILLE, salutes
were exchanged with the old corvette.
At the same time, a Sea King
helicopter flew past with the aircrew
delivering a salute from the open door.
At the end of the sail past the Sea King
made a dramatic slow pass, providing
a rotor downdraft with an unexpected
wind gust for nearby sailors.

The sail past also included a
competition for two prizes. Later, Best
Dressed Crew was awarded to
CLARITY skippered by Brian Dicks and
Best Salute was awarded to LADY
EAGLE skippered by Steinar Engeset. 

Back at the clubhouse at suppertime,
everyone gathered for the awards
and presentations. After refreshments
and hors d’oeuvres organized by Vicki
Froats and our caterer, Commodore
Debbie Mountenay called the
clubhouse to order. With Members of
Parliament Peter Stouffer and Geoff
Regan present, our Commodore
called on the MPs to address the
club. Both MPs acknowledged the
contribution of our veterans to our
country and congratulated DYC for

undertaking such a meaningful
commemorative event. Steinar
Engeset, chairman of the Convoy Cup
Foundation, also spoke on the
importance of remembering the
significance of our Bedford Basin in
the convoy supply of Europe during
World War II. He highlighted the link
between Nova Scotia and Norway
that happened because of the
separation of the Norwegian
Merchant Navy Fleet from its
homeland during
Norway’s occupation.

Commodore Debbie
Mountenay went on to
the presentations to
winners of the Ocean
and Basin races who are
listed below. Afterwards,
she thanked the whole
team from the Convoy
Cup Foundation and the
Dartmouth Yacht Club
that powered this unique
regatta and invited the
band to resume playing
and the caterers to serve
new delectables.

Ocean Race starts astern of HMCS Sackville
on the Halifax waterfront. Note RC flag on the
corvette's ensign staff. No one over early!

Keith Slack in Miss Nina representing the Canadian tanker
MONTROLITE torpedoed off Bermuda in 1942 with the loss of
28 of her crew of 48. Sea King helicopter overhead.

Geoff Regan and Peter Stouffer speak at the awards ceremony
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Club Hours
The DYC office is open Monday to

Friday 8am to 5pm.

Tender Service/
Fuel Dock Hours

Tender Service hours are now
subject to change and will be

published weekly in the 
DYC News E-mail

Bar Hours
Winter Hours begin Oct 11:

Mon: Closed
Tues: Closed
Wed: Closed
Thurs: Closed
Fri: 4-11pm

Sat: 11am-10pm
Sun: 11am-7pm

General
Information

Message from the Commodore
By Debbie Mountenay

It is hard to believe that boating
season is almost over. It seems like
yesterday we were putting our boats
in the water. But what a summer of
fantastic weather!

As this will be my last message to you
as your 2012 Commodore, I would
like to take a moment to thank the
management team and staff for all
their hard work and dedication this
past year. We had an aggressive
agenda starting off the year and we
accomplished what we set out to do.

Before the end of this season, though,
we still have a few things on the go.
In October we will be celebrating
Dartmouth Yacht Club’s 50th
anniversary – yes, that is fifty years!
The plans are to have an event for the
existing members, but to also have an
open house to say hello to past
members and any future members
that may want to drop by.

Planning for a new clubhouse
continues to progress. The New
Clubhouse
Committee has
done a lot of
hard work
throughout the
past year. Over

the summer, I spoke with as many of
you as possible about how would like
to see the results of the Committee’s
work unfold. What I heard you say is
that you want time to receive the
Committee’s information, ask
questions, think about the answers,
and then vote. The plan, therefore, is
to have an information session for the
membership on November 8th. The
Committee will make their
presentation about the location of a
new clubhouse and take questions
from the members.  On November
22nd, we will have a special meeting
to vote on the location of a new
clubhouse. 

Just to refresh everyone’s memory –
the Committee was formed based on
a vote at a Special Meeting in
September, 2010. The vote in
November is not to determine
whether a new clubhouse will be
built, but rather to determine where it
will be built, should one eventually be
approved.

As you can see, there is lots of work
ahead, for management, staff and
members. I believe this is a direct result
of having a successful and vibrant club
such as Dartmouth Yacht Cub.
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Poker Run 2012
By Mark Joseph, Vice Commodore

This years Poker Run was held on
Saturday July 14th with the
participation of 40 boats in total
(including a small fleet of sail boats).
The weather co-operated 100% and
the afternoon temperature topped at
28 C.

This year we did something a little
different, we rented a large tent that
was erected next to the Marina for the
festivities, which included a bar, stage
for the band & plenty of tables and
seating. We also had a Bacardi Rum
tasting table set up in the gazebo with
fine Coca-Cola products later on in the
afternoon after all the boats were back
at the marina. This was very successful.

As for the run itself the stops were in
Bedford, Eastern Passage, Bishop’s
Landing and Alderney Squadron for
the last stop. Our Lunch time Raft up
was again held at Bishop’s Landing
with nearly all our participating boats
tied up for a couple hours of fun,
Music and Pizza from Jessie’s Pizza.
Everyone had a great time at Bishops
socializing with each other from boat
to boat and enjoying the fine weather
of the day. We even had some brave
souls take a dip in the harbour which
was refreshing (I guess!)

Back at the marina plans were in place
for another fantastic meal from The

Old Port and the bar was getting
ready for the many boaters and guests
for the afternoon and evening.

We even had some Junior sailors from
our program pitch in & barbecue
hamburgers & hot dogs mid-
afternoon.

We had several great poker prizes
again this year including a zodiac as
the main prize for the best hand and
this was won by a guest of one of our
members, she was extremely excited
after her winning hand was
announced, I’ve not seen that kind of
excitement for a long time……well
you know what I mean!

Once the meal was completed and
everyone was in a good mood, the
band Rockshow took the stage for the
entire evening, and as usual these
guys did a great job! We had several
comments from members and guest
alike that this was one of the best
events DYC had hosted in many years.

All of this wouldn’t have happened
without the assistance of our bar staff,
Yard staff ,the General Manager’s
office, Junior Sail, and the organizers
of course, Thank You to all!

As for the organizers, Don Cameron,
Rick Norman and myself, we wish to
thank all of you for attending and

participating because without your
support, this production would not
happen.

The organizers wish to thank the
major sponsors, without their support
this event would not have been a
success.

Seamaster
Helly Hansen
Atlantic Car Stereo
Northeastern Protection Service Inc.
Select Food & Vending Ltd.
Expert Electric Ltd.
Hampton Inn Dartmouth Crossing
ABC Insurance Ltd.
Jessy’s Pizza
Bacardi Rum
WCL Bauld Insurance
Darr Welding Ltd.
Sea Rover Marine
AML Communications Ltd.
Telus Mobilty
The Fax & Printer Guy
Waterfront Development Corp
Entire Car Protection
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Corinne Peters, daughter
of DYC members John
Peters and Angela MacBain
proudly displays hardware
from the National Youth
Regatta Championship
held in Gimli, Manitoba.
Corinne is the radial Laser
Female under 19 Canadian
Champion and is now
pursuing the berth to
represent Canada at the
World Youth
Championships in Cyprus
next summer.  This
summer campaign has
resulted in podium finishes
in Cork International, Cork
OCR, Bay of Winds and
Sail East. 

Congratulations Corinne
from DYC!
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The Dartmouth Yacht Club will be 50
years old this December. With that in
mind here is just a taste of the things
you will see at our celebrations in
October. This is a report written by
one of the Chartered Members.

Report on progress to date

In the spring of 1962, some citizens of
Dartmouth became aware of the
increasing need for improved facilities
for boating and boat launching in
Dartmouth.

In July, the Dartmouth Chamber of
Commerce arranged a meeting of
interested parties in the YM-YWCA to
discuss the matter. Mayor Akerley was
in attendance and he offered to assist
in any way possible. A committee was
formed, with Cyril Hubley as
chairman, to fully investigate all phases
of the subject. After considerable
study, it was decided to approach the
federal government with a view of
securing a lease on a site in Right’s
Cove, on Bedford Basin, and formally
known as The Barry Property. 

Notwithstanding the personal
attentions and assistance of Mr.
Edmund Morris, M.P. and Mayor
Akerley, we were unsuccessful with
respect to a lease but they were
successful in securing, for our use, the
south half of Navy Island.

In the meantime, other persons were
busy along other lines and were
successful in locating a site in the same
area which after careful consideration
and examination was purchased on
Dec. 3rd, 1962. This site is five acres
with approximately six hundred feet
frontage on the highway. In addition
to this site, the group were also
successful in purchasing a substantial
water lot adjacent to the property
which can be partially reclaimed, in
deemed advisable, in order to enlarge
the existing property.  

Dartmouth Yacht Club – 50 Years Old 
By Vicki Froats

The small Island in the foreground is now the gas dock. The boat in the foreground is
(about) where the new apartment building is.

After they filled in between the mainland and that small Island they built the marina.
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Inasmuch as the seller agreed to accept a mortgage for a
substantial part of the purchase price, it was decided to
have title to the properties held by a Holding Company,
which has been formed for the purpose. All shareholders
are Charted Members of the yacht club. 

The property is to be leased to the Yacht Club, the terms
of which are to be sanctioned by the Committee of
Management. The aim behind the acquisition of the
properties in the name of the Holding Company is that
after the indebtedness to those who have provided the
capital has been repaid, the properties are to be
transferred to the Dartmouth Yacht Club. 

The day following purchase, a bulldozer was at work –
surveyors were on the site – and clearing operations were
started.

Those who have been closely associated with the project
for the past six weeks feel that we have been most
fortunate in securing this site and it offers unlimited
possibilities for the future development to make it one of
the finest yacht clubs and salt water recreation areas in
Canada.

In conclusion, sincere appreciation is due to the
Dartmouth Chambers of Commerce particularly to the
Secretary Manager, Mayes MacKenzie for the assistance
given in bringing this project to satisfactory conclusion. 



Continuing with our series on current
members and just who they are, this
time I’m going to tell you about our
most senior CREW member.

Crew members do not traditionally
accumulate a lot of seniority; the
average life span is about 3 years, so it
is the exception that we have one with
seniority of January, 1985. If there were
a Life status for crew membership, this
person would be the first to achieve
this status. If you have not already
guessed who I’m talking about – Bob

Coghlin is the subject of this write-up.

Bob was born and raised in Guelph,
Ontario. At age 17, wanting to see the
world, he joined the Royal Canadian
Navy. Stats show that most of those
joining the Navy come from inland –
downeasters know better! Anyway Bob
trained as an electrician and served
some 15 years before an injury forced
his early retirement.

Upon retirement Bob was employed in
a number of jobs, working for Canada
Post as a long haul contractor, owning
a fleet of trucks, working for Halterm
and CERES Corp as an electrical
contractor and working for Shell Oil
Bow Valley doing equipment
maintenance…and then of course, he
became the owner and president of
Coghlin Enterprises, for which he is
well known to all here at the club. 

Bob is married to Marilyn and has
three sons. Two have been involved
with the club, one as a member and
one as an employee working the gas
dock for a number of summers.

Bob resides in Dartmouth. His hobbies
are numerous, but the one giving the

most satisfaction is his skill as a
woodworker. Many examples can be
seen on member’s boats and in the
clubhouse, the wainscoting around the
interior walls of the clubhouse, the
display case at the side entrance, and
assisting when the new bar was
constructed. Bob is the club’s first line
of defence when mechanical
maintenance is required having an
agreement that the club’s equipment
receives priority repair when required.
Snow -plowing in the winter and
keeping the travel lift and other yard
equipment running in the summer…he
is kept very, very busy – as I’m sure
many of you know. Bob is an expert in
replacement parts – having undergone
some 23 personal surgical procedures,
he is known by his physician as a
“project” vs “patient” since many of
his “parts’ have been replaced over the
years. He also does a pretty good job
at replacing the defective parts on the
travel lift and your boat! 

I have known Bob for over 25 years
now and look forward many more. It
has been my pleasure to submit this
article for this SIGNAL.
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Personal Profile - The Most Senior Crew Member
By Bruce Cake, Life Member DYC

In 2010, DYC embarked on a Junior Sailing Sponsorship
program whereby volunteer members donated a scholarship
if you will, which consisted of one two-week Junior Sailing
course, all in the interest of getting youth involved in the
great sport of sailing. It has been a very successful program,
with participation growing each year since inception.

This year, seven Children associated with the Military Family
Resource Centre got to attend a Junior Sailing two week
course because of the kind consideration and generosity of the
following DYC members: Paul Downing, Steiner Engeset, John
Mackeen, Debbie Mountenay, Pat Smith, and David Haley.

The Club sincerely thanks all those members who donated
to make the 2012 program successful.  We also thank Pat
Haight who coordinated things on the MFRC end.  Great job
done by all!

DYC Junior Sponsorship Program By Dan Gallina
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This summer’s edition of the Dartmouth
Yacht Club Junior Sail Program was a
resounding success as DYC boasted its
highest enrolment rates ever. The
addition of a fourth instructor, a new
learn to race program, and adoption of
the new Canadian Yachting Association
CanSail standard, the youth training
program is considered one of the best in
the province.

This year’s CanSail I and II programs
offered at DYC were overseen by
veteran DYC instructors Emma-Jean
Slobodesky and Rebecca Haley who
have been with the club for five
summers. In addition to teaching
introductory skills such as wind
awareness, safety, and basic boat
handling skills, the goal of our beginner
instructors is to ensure an attachment to
the sport is created and Emma and
Rebecca had much of their August
sessions filled with return customers!

For our more experienced sailors we
revved up our programs this year firstly
by lengthening the season with race
team training running from June until
end September. Secondly we offered an
Optimist Learn to Race course which has
garnered much attention in the local

race community. Our team
competed in a number of
high calibre events this
summer including the 2012
edition of Chester Yacht
Club’s OptiJam where
DYC’s Keigan Tulloch
managed to squeeze into
the top 10 with the event
hosting 95 boats making it
the biggest Optimist
regatta in the country.

Our Club 420 Race Team continued to
expand this summer with the addition
of two new boats at our program. This
was a benchmark year for our Club 420
Race Team as Coach Brendan Smith
accompanied them to the 2012
Canadian Yachting Association Club 420
National Championships marking the
first time dinghy sailors from DYC have
competed in a national championship.

To cap off our fall training we were
greeted by Canadian Olympic Sailing
Team Alternate and former Basin sailor
Brendan Wilton who gave a
motivational speech on the importance
of self belief and confidence as tools for
success.

The continued support for Junior Sailing
from DYC members and staff has been
crucial to the success of the program.
Many thank-yous are owed with special
mention to Debbie Mountenay, Gordon
Hart, Dan Gallina, and our yard foreman
Todd Carter as we would not be able to
continue to grow and lead the field of
youth sailing instruction without their
belief in what we do.

It is my hope that from this article we
will have more club members getting
informed about our program as an
option for their own children in future
summers. Our goal is to develop
athletes in a fun and positive learning
environment in order to foster a love for
the sport of sailing that will keep our
future club members returning season
after season.

2012 Junior Sailing 
Year Report
By Ted Skiffington, DYC Sailing Director

Dartmouth Yacht Club Race Teams with Canadian
Sailing Team Athlete Brendan Wilton.

I’m starting to write this submission early…first week in
September. The big concern right now is that we are moving
into the hurricane season, which of course may have
consequences at DYC. The action plan is in place and from my
position at the next desk, the Manager is preparing and
informing the membership at regular intervals. Lets hope that
by the time you read this, all threats of hurricanes will be over
and we’ll have escaped their wrath.

This week has seen the yard being upgraded and gravelled. With
the amount of rain that has fallen, it makes achieving a level
grade somewhat easier with the whole yard being flooded!

The summer has gone by quickly – good weather makes a
difference. With the fall now approaching and invoicing times
drawing closer, the Senior dues, CYA dues and the joining fees
and common power for the 2012/13 season will be invoiced the
first week of November. The amounts will be the same as last
year with any adjustments being made following the AGM in
January when dues and fees are set. Just please remember that
this invoice is payable not later than 30 days from date of
the invoice. Consequences of late payment are well known but
will again the detailed in the Manager’s weekly news.

From The Office By Bruce Cake
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Haul-out season is
approaching, and boats will
soon be parked 'on the (not
so) hard' for the winter,
many of them on boat (jack)
stands. The pictures illustrate
a variety of problems: e.g.
insufficient blocking (not
cribbed), jackstand over-
extension and rust, shrink
wrap tied to stands, pairs of
stands chained diagonally
under the boat, wood
stacked on top of a stand,
and no support under stands
or blocks on wet gravel.

Whenever blocks are stacked more than
two high they must be cribbed, i.e. every
second layer placed at 90º to the layer
below. If they aren't, and the gravel
underneath the blocks and stands gets
wet, freezes and thaws several times, as it
will over the winter, it will let the blocks
and stands sink under the weight and
variable wind pressure on the boat so all
could shift leading to a catastrophic
collapse. The second picture was taken
after the boat started to fall back on its
blocks and was saved by the ever-alert
yard crew who put more blocks and
stands under the boat.

Both stands are over-extended. They
should only be extended to about half
the length of the screw jack. Also, both 

stands appear to be rusty. While that
could be just surface rust accumulated in
one season, they should be wire-brushed
to ensure the rust hasn't weakened the
stand, painted with galvanizing paint and
then lightly greased.

Neither tarps, shrink wrap nor anything
else should be tied to jackstands as strong
and variable winter winds can pull on
them and eventually dislodge the stands.
As the stands settle into the gravel they
can be loosened if the wind starts rocking
the boat from side to side. Thus the need
for chains between stands directly across
from each-other on opposite sides of the
boat - not diagonally.

Wood should not be put on top of a

stand to extend its reach. It
can be loosened with the
boat vibrating in the wind
and fall out. Neither the
blocks nor the stands in the
picture have plywood under
them so they are more likely
to sink into the gravel. While
some people say plywood
can slide out, if just one or
two of the legs are on
plywood the other(s) will dig
into the gravel and keep it in
place. Plywood under the
blocks increases the
'footprint' and reduces the

likelihood of their sinking into the gravel.
Remember the gravel in the DYC yard is
newly laid and, although rolled
thoroughly when it was put down, it is
still likely to settle with the freeze and
thaw effects of winter.

On 12 Sept in the weekly email the Gen
Mgr reminded everyone that supplying
blocks for their boats to sit on is the boat
owner's responsibility. Add to that the
plywood to put under the blocks and
stands, and the requirement for blocks to
be 'cribbed', and plan ahead for haul-out
day. If you're not sure what you'll need,
ask! For further information on boat
(jack-) stands check:
www.boatstands.com/content/proper-use
or the Safety Manual on the DYC
website.

What's Wrong In These Pictures? 
(taken at DYC in May, 2012.)
By Bob Stewart, Safety Officer

BLOCKS FOR WINTER STORING YOUR
BOATS: Members are reminded that the
blocks upon which your keel rests for winter
storage on land is your responsibility. Also, for
boats that require several blocks under their
boats, those blocks have to be cribbed rather
than just stacked, so ensure you bring blocks
in sufficient numbers.
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In the Fall 2011 edition of the SIGNAL
a short article was written regarding
the development to our north. That
project is now nearing completion. It
has been interesting to watch this
apartment complex take shape. We
now have members taking leases on
units in this development.

Now to the development to our
south – Harbour Isle. This project has
been a very, very long time in the
planning stage, getting the necessary
permits and all the other red tape
associated with a project of this
magnitude.

Construction is now under way and we can see that things are
happening. What is happening and what will be the end
product? Dan Dean, the Project Manager has provided the
following information. Dan has been our liaison person the since
its inception.

PHASE I – Land preparation, in-filling and obtaining all permits

has now been completed.

PHASE II – installing all infrastructure
– water, sewer, electrical, roads and
traffic lights

PHASE III – commencing with the
construction of the first residential
rental units which will consist of 18
town houses and a 12 story
apartment tower in the middle.
These units are now under
construction. Completion is expected
to be in the spring of 2014.
Discussion are now underway for the
commercial units which will be

adjacent to Windmill road.. Two new streets are incorporated –
Seapoint Road and Market Place Drive. The residential building
will be referred to as The Hazelton. Unit sizes will be 1,2 and 3
bedroom units. 

The club looks forward to continued good relations with the
developer and will be watching with interest as the project gets
underway.

Deja A Vu – Again!  What’s Going On Next Door?
By Bruce Cake

his August, Dartmouth Yacht Club hosted its annual Bamse Cup
as part of the Convoy Cup Foundation in the double-handed
Club 420 class and the singlehanded International Optimist class.
The event hosted almost 70 competitors from five clubs and
provided variety of wind and wave conditions which made for
very competitive racing.

The event sets itself apart from the rest of the Nova Scotia
regatta circuit as it places emphasis on learning and team
building between club teams by holding classroom sessions in
the mornings prior to racing, and group debriefs about the day’s
events in the evenings. This was all tied together with a post
racing barbeque and award ceremony graciously donated by the
Convoy Cup Foundation for the sailors and parents after racing.
An added feature was that a spectator boat was provided by
Trustee Paul Downing who donated his time and effort to take
parents out on the water to see how their children were
performing – thanks Paul!

After a drop race, it was Spencer Dalzell of the Royal Nova Scotia
Yacht Squadron who dominated the Optimist class with a total of
just 5 net points over five races. In the Club 420 class DYC Race
Team members Eric Jewers and Paul Corkum came out on top
continuing to build on the success of their top 10 finish at this
summer’s CYA Club 420 National Championships.

The event wrapped up with a visit from Convoy Cup Director
Steiner Engeset who told the story of the Bamse, the Great
Norwegian Seadog who became the heroic mascot of the Free
Norwegian Forces during the Second World War after saving a
young Lieutenant Commander who was being attacked by a
man wielding a knife by pushing the assailant off of the wharf
into the sea. 

The 2012 edition of the Bamse Cup was a great addition to
DYC’s Junior Sail Program. We’re looking forward to the 2013
edition of the event and hope to build event participation from
other clubs from around the province while maintaining a focus
of teamwork and learning in a social and competitive
environment.

Bamse Cup, August 16th/17th, 2012 
By Ted Skiffington, DYC Sailing Director
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Convoy Cup North Sea Race 2012
Skudeneshavn - Orkney July 1-2012

Convoy Cup was first held in Skudeneshavn in July 2006 in
connection with SKUDENES festival. It is a race in the waters
off Skudenes. The regatta has its origins in Halifax, Canada
where it was held for the first time in 2002.

Karmøy Yacht Club, Sailing Club Stord, Orkney Sailing Club,
Skudenes Seaman and Convoy Cup Foundation went in
2009 to organize Convoy Cup North Sea Race and the race
was a success. Orkney Scapa Flow's central role in the
convoy move during the war was a natural target for a race
across the North Sea.

The Organizing Committee welcomes new regatta in 2012.
The local Convoy Cup in the waters off Skudenes goes the
day before North Sea Regatta.

The motto for the regatta is "Honouring Those Who Served"
and Convoy Cup is a race to honor the memory of the war
sailors during World War II. Parallel to the race, there is also
an event where the surviving war sailors form the district's

honored guests. The feedback from these is entirely very
positive and provides inspiration for continued involvement.

The social context around events Affairs in Skudeneshavn
coincides with SKUDENES Festival, which is one of the
largest culture festivals with 35,000 visitors and 600 boats to
travelers. Orkney is an exciting destination with dense and
long historical ties with Norway, well worth a visit. It is also a
great starting point for further sailing in Britain. During our
stay here, it added up to a great social event.
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Let’s give a warm DYC Welcome to all the new members who have joined since the last report in the SIGNAL in January 2012.
Our hope is that the new members will become engaged in Club activities and join the crowd for the many social events held in
the Clubhouse over the year. Please watch for and read the weekly DYC News e-mail which endeavors to keep everyone informed.
Again, welcome to DYC!

DYC New Members Since 1 January 2012
By Bruce Cake

STATUS SURNAME GIVEN FIRST MATE BOAT NAME TYPE LOA
Senior Gomez Victor Maritzo Miori Lady Eagle Ii Power 30.5
Senior* Forbes Pat Susan
Senior Mcneil Kevin Cathy Proud Dan Sail 22
Senior Levesque Roland Marie Therese Awake Sail 31
Senior Murphy Shane Hillary Moors-Murphy Ns1436618 Sail 26.1
Senior Peet Stan Janis Raven Sail 25
Senior Byrne William Julia Ava Mae Power 27.5
Senior Sharpe James Helen Hunky Dory Power 23
Senior Chase Derek Samphire Sail 26.1
Senior Boudreau Donald Acadian Gem Sail 44
Senior Macleod Robert Tany Breagh Sail 29
Senior Phillips Craig Vanessa Quantum Entanglement Sail 23
Senior Burgwin Scott Catherine Wheeler Out To Lunch Sail 27.2
Senior Mcdonald Anthony Tonya Doral 30 Power 30
Senior Gray Wayne Spectacular Power 44
Senior Atwood Warren Andrea This Is It Power 32
Senior Cormier Derek Joanne Hunter 31 (No Name) Sail 31
Senior Gervais Rene Horizon Sail 30
Senior Maclellan Martin Amanda
Senior Xu Teng Hunter 23 Sail 23
Senior Reid Thomas Brandytime Sail 40
Senior Hayden Adam Sandi Hayne Honeywind Ii Sail 28
Senior Rogers Philip Wendy Awake Sail 31
Senior Murray William Charlotte
Senior Hemmell Greg Sue Kosloski Doral 27 Power 27
Senior Conroy Kevin Mary Rolaro Sail 44
Senior Robinson Paul Denise Bayliner Power 22
Senior White Robert Shelly White Rabbit Iii Sail 41
Senior Rowe Stephen Laura This Is It Power 39
Crew Tracy Carol
Crew O'reilly Sandy Doug
Crew Pyne Florence
Crew Curren Graham
Crew Guitton Francois Katherine
Crew Sharpe David
Crew Sharpe Susan
Crew Oliver Robert Judy
Crew Richard Jean-Guy Lynn
Crew Currie Leslie Wanda Sutherland
Crew Jewell Alan
Crew Gaudry Sarah Aaron
Crew Bissell Jim Beth Lusby
Crew Noseworthy Ingrid
Crew Thomson Paul Natasha Levangie
Crew Stevens Brian Kathryn
Crew Fitzgerald John
Crew Hopkins Hannah
Crew Terry Thomas
Crew Smith Jeremy Cyra Bellsin
Crew Izzard Robin
Crew Macneil Nancy David
Crew Harrison Guy
Crew Sheng Xin
Crew Beed Bonnie
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Contact
Information

Dartmouth Yacht Club
697 Windmill Road
Dartmouth, NS

B3B 1B7
Tel: 902-468-6050
Fax: 902-468-0385
dyc@dyc.ns.ca
www.dyc.ns.ca

Newsletter
Information

The Signal is published
4 times a year:

It is available at the 
DYC Clubhouse
and posted at
www.dyc.ns.ca

EDITOR
Dan Gallina
DYC Office

ADVERTISING
Contact DYC Office

Tel: 468-6050 
to place an ad.

ADVERTISING RATES
Full Page - $100
1/2 Page - $75
1/4 Page - $50
Bus Card - $25

SUBMISSIONS
Articles and photos will

be considered for
publication subject to

space and topic.
Must be digital.

IMAGE & AD
SPECIFICATIONS

Supply via email. PC or
Mac compatible JPEG,
Tiff, EPS or pdf files
Image resolutions
should be at least 

250 dpi, sent attached
to your email not
placed in a word

document.

NEXT DEADLINE
Deadline for next 

issue submissions for
articles and advertising

will be Monday
December 10,2012

DESIGN & PRODUCTION
Jennifer Stone

Michael Owen
Owen & Morrison

Trial Lawyers

604-45 Alderney Dr
Queen Square

Dartmouth, NS B2Y 2N6

Office:  463-8100
Fax:  465-2581

Residence:  463-3715
Cell:  499-0433


